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I believe in brands.
I believe in reputation, and that your true brand is
what people say about you when you're not in the
room. I believe that we get the opportunity to craft
those words every time we come in contact with
our customers and clients; and that we live in an
age where any one of us has the tools to build a
brand that impacts the world.

Rosemary Watson

BRAND IDENTITY
design
From start to finish we dive deep into the core of your
business or personal brand to get clarity on who you are trying
to serve, and what problems you are trying to solve.
We gather together visual inspiration based on these values,
and then craft an initial mood board to represent the emotions
and aesthetic we are trying to evoke in your audience.
We move on to selecting every visual element to your brand,
from the color palette, to typeography, logo design and
submarks, icons, patterns, and photography style. We take any
current products or aligned projects within your brand to
create a seamless look throughout all of your offerings.
You are delivered all logo files, a Brand Style Guide to be able
to create consistent content, font files, and a setup of a Canva
for Work account with your elements, along with training on
how to use them.

BRAND IDENTITY
design
$

3500

Client Homework Questionnaires, Zoom
Project Meetings, Pinterest Board Curation,
Client Project Page, Trello Project
Management
Mood Board Design & Color Palette
Selection
Three Logo Prototypes & three Variations
Brand Identity Board
Brand Style Guide for Content Creation
Up to three print materials
Up to three digital materials
Social Media Platform Brand Element
Up to five content templates in a Canva for
Work account

TIMELINES
Brand Identity design projects are scheduled on a
14 day timeline. Homework Questionnaires are
sent to clients upon booking, and reviewed at the
Initial Client Project Meeting on Zoom 7 days
before the project start date. The Client Project
Page & Pinterest Boards are created upon
booking as well and our clients are encouraged to
use these resources to prepare for the Project
start sate.

At the project start date, a mood board and color
palette are created and sent to clients for
approval. Once the mood board is finalized, the
logo designs are created and submitted to the
client for revision requests. After the logo is
chosen, we move on to the full identity boards
with fonts, patterns, submarks, icons and other
elements are created. All print & digital designs
are created from the finalized Brand Identity
Board and the style guide is created for reference.

BRAND STYLED
photography
We believe that your photography that you use on your
website, social media content, emails, and print materials
should give your audience the feeling you want them to feel
when they meet you in person.
We create an arsenal of images that all fit together but are
versatile enough to use in many different way so you always
feel like you are sharing fresh content online.
When you mix custom Brand Photography with perfectly
curated stock images, & professional portraits, you start to tell
a visual story with your brand that is compelling, consistent,
and unique to you.

BRAND STYLED
photography
$

1200

Client Homework Questionnaire
Zoom Project Meeting
Prop Curation
Shot List Design
Four seasonal collections of images with 30
images per collection for 120 images
additional collections can be shot per
clients request at $350

TIMELINES & DETAILS
Brand styled photography shoots are produced
after the brand identity is completed. The
Questionnaire is sent with a list of all the images
we need for the website or any designed materials
and the client is able to share input about the use
of these images which will determine our shot list.
Brand Styled Shoots are held in my office at
Thrive Coworking on weekends, so you are
welcome to join me for the shoot if you are local.

Our shoots generally take 7 days to plan, up to 14
days to gather props, 1 day to photograph, and 7
days to post process and deliver to the client, for a
one month total production time.

STOCK BRAND
LIBRARY
lifetime membership
The Stock Brand Library is my 3+ year collection
of monthly styled stock images. With over a
thousand visually cohesive images, they can
intertwine with your custom brand images to give
you so many more options to choose from when
creating digital content.
The Library is now closed to the public, but every
client in 2019 will get a Lifetime Membership to
the Stock Brand Library as an extra perk to
working with me on their Brand Launch
Experience.

BRAND PORTRAIT
photography
We believe in showing up in your brand. Not everyone HAS to show have photos of themselves in
their content, but we work with clients that aren't afraid to be authentic and real, and are excited
about being the face of their brand.
We want your portrait experience with us to give you the confidence that you are portraying what
you want your clients and customers to see you as, and have a mix of looks to choose from so you're
not just posting that same photo of yourself from 5 years ago.
From headshots to family shots, to being sure we have photos for any opt ins, promotions, and images
for your about page; we really think of how the images are going to be used as we create the content
for your business or brand.

BRAND PORTRAIT
photography
$

1800

Client Homework Questionnaire
Zoom Project Meeting
Prop Curation
Hair & Makeup
Four wardrobe changes
What to Wear Guide
Shot List Design
Four collections of images with 30 images
per collection for 120 images
additional shoots can be scheduled per
clients request quarterly at $1800

TIMELINES & DETAILS
Brand styled photography shoots are produced
during the same time as the brand styled shoots. We
will send a similar questionnaire out to the brand
styled photo questionnaire and review all the
questions you may have in the same Zoom Project
Meeting
Brand Portraits can be held locally to me in Arizona,
or can be at your place of business or home. There
may be instances where I have contacts in your
location and may hire out the photo services with at
trusted photographer

Or travel may be necessary for either myself or the
client that is to be invoiced separately from the
shoot.
We also LOVE using Air BnB as a resource to shoot
at as well, since there are now so many gorgeous
spaces popping up all over the world. We can seek
out the best space to photograph in, and can invoice
clients separately for the space as well.

WEBSITE, BLOG, &
ECOMMERCE
design
I've been designing websites for about 10 years now, and over the last decade I've tried out
dozens of website building platform, countless themes, and a LOT of ecommerce plugins.
I've found a user friendly system that I LOVE and I use exclusively for every client I work with,
because you don't have ten years to figure out the best and most intuitive tools. Yo just know
you need a website that looks amazing on mobile, and can sell stuff- maybe not today but
someday, and you want to be able to sell from social media.
Here are the tools we use to build your website:
Domain Hosting | Google Domains | $12.95 annually
Email | G Suite | $5-$20+ monthly
Website Hosting | Flywheel | $15-$30 monthly
Website & Blog Platform | Wordpress | free
Website Theme | Divi | free to clients (using my developer license)
E Commerce Platform | Shopify | $30+ monthly
Merchant to sell on E Commerce | Stripe & Paypal | both around 2.9% + 30¢ per transaction
Email Client Relationship Manager (CRM) to deliver opt ins | Mailchimp | Free to 1K subscribers

WEBSITE, BLOG, &
E COMMERCE
design
$

4500

Client Homework Questionnaires, Zoom
Project Meetings, Client Project Page
User Experience Flow Chart in Trello
Wordpress Website with up to 12 Pages
Design Template to be used with the Divi
Wordpress Theme
E Commerce Platform Creation for up to 10
products
Custom Blog Creation
Copywriting for all website content
Up to three opt ins to build email list
Up to two sales page designs

TIMELINES
Website design projects generally span over 30 days
to complete, and is started after completing the brand
identity design. Week 1 is spent on layout and
navigation, week 2 is spent on copy, week 3 on visuals ,
and week 4 on product creation, opt ins, sales pages
and integrating all systems like Facebook pixels, email
CRMs, and automations.

Facebook Ad Pixel Installation to track
custom audiences to your site
Monthly website plugin updates &
maintenance
website project hours can be purchased
at $350 for any changes or additions to
be made to your website

BRAND STRATEGY

1200

$

Developing who you are as a brand, and who your ideal clients are take a lot of careful thought,
research & development. We help you get clarity on how to position your brand in this new
digital market, as well a your local market to craft a vision, core brand values, your meaning
behind the money, and what makes you special.
includes
Client Homework Questionnaires
Up to three ideal client interviews on Zoom to hear directly from the source what they
resonate with
Research on your market & audience
Brand Strategy + Ideal Client Avatar Slide Deck

CLIENT COMMUNITY
We believe in empowering our clients to understand what we do, and how we do it. You're investing a
lot of time and money to launch your new brand, and in order to maintain consistency and a
streamlined story in every interaction with your clients or customers, it takes knowledge and hard
work.
We have created a client membership filled with training and resources to know what to do with your
brand after we've delivered it to you. We have also launched a new Beta Facebook Group for clients to
treat each other like neighbors, ask questions that can help everyone, and potentially work together on
projects, as so many of my clients have aligned offerings and audiences that could benefit from each
other's knowledge.
Clients also get free VIP admission worth $999 to our first Connection Con Live Event coming Q1 in
2020. More details will be released throughout the year, but we are so excited to bring our services
and knowledge to an in person experience.

Thank you so much for the opportunity to
share more about our services here at
Rosemary Watson | Productions.
We are excited to work with a select
number of creative and inspiring business
owners this year, and develop a community
of amazing people doing big things.
If you have any questions at all, I'd love to
chat about them over coffee at my office, or
on a Zoom Call if you can't make it down.

LOVE + LATTES,

Rosemary

